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This book shows my process of creating an 
ad campaign for a local arts foundation. 
The first step of my process is to research 
the brand or company that I am creating 
for. This is to get a better feel and 
understanding of the company, and also 
to identify any potential weaknesses in the 
brand. In this case, I noticed that social 
media acknowledgement and
understanding was a bit lacking. Aside 
from this, the foundation was a sort of 
blank slate for me to start with. Shown in 
the next couple of pages are screenshots
I took while in the research 
phase of the design.
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As I continued to move throughout my
design process, I came to the idea stage. 
This is a stage where I simply create rough 
computer renderings of numerous 
possible ideas I have in my head. 
Getting these ideas out of my head and 
onto the computer help me visualize them 
and recognize any instant problems I may 
have. Shown over the next six pages are 
rough renderings of my ideas in this 
stage of the process. I also began to 
consider social media during this stage. 
The seventh and final installment of this 
phase shows a list of post ideas for Twitter.
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The next step in my process is revision.
Simply put, this stage is taking the best 
ideas from the last stage and polishing 
them. They won’t be final after this stage, 
and more iterations always seem to come, 
but this stage allows you to mentally 
visualize what the final product could look 
like for the first time. Things start coming 
together a bit more and you finally have 
a clearer understanding of what you’re 
doing. Shown over the next 3 pages are 
my slightly refined ideas from the previous 
stage. I knew I wanted 3 ads in the 
campaign, so the other 3 ideas 
got the axe.
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The final stage is the most exciting, and yet 
also the most stressful. For this final stage 
of my process, I refined my 3 chosen ads 
for the last time. I also created numerous 
tweet mockups, as well as tee shirts for the 
foundation to sell as merchandise. The next 
6 pages show my final work for this project.
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